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CO~MPORARY GREECE : HOPES AND REALITmS· 

I 

The conservative governments that ruled Greece since the end 
of the World War II pursued a unidimensional policy of depen
dence vis-a-vis the West. The conservatives neglected the fact 
that Greece is not only a European but also a Balkan and a Medi
terranean country. She fell prey to the Western plans and wishes . 
Post-war politioal developments in Greece, , like the 1967 military 
takeover and the 1974 invasion of Cyprus. are attributed to the 
American penetration of the country. I This naturally caused a 
sense of resentment in the minds of many Greeks. In addition to 
t,hat the political institutions failed to keep pace with the on
the-transformation Greek society. All these factors led the Greeks 
make a cry for "Allaghi"-change. The Panhellenic Socialist 
Movement (pAS OK) headed by its charismatio leader Dr. Andreas 
Papandreou, came forward with the promises of ohange. Tbe 
Greeks gave their verdict for it in the October 18, 1981 general 
elections and Andreas Papandreou became Prime Minister of 
Greece. But he, now being at the helm of affairs already for 
more than one year, has come to realize that to be in the opposi
tion is one thing and in power the other. There are constraints 
both internal and external. The Greek society still abounds in con
servative elements. Greece is a NATO and EEC country. So 
Papandreou stands face to face with \;lard realities in carrying for
ward and intplementing the PASOK's programme. Under the 

* The present article was written prior to tho asroement roached In July 1983 
between tho u. S. and Grooco on tho issue of U. S. military balleS on Groek 
territory. 

1. Cu"enl H/SIorJl West Europe, ~mber, 1982. p.426. 
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oircumstances, the question that springs up is whether Papandreou 
should flatly compromise with the constraints Greeoe is facing, or 
run the risk of becoming orthodox in implementing the party pro
gramme, or pursue a policy of oaution, flexibility and pragmatism 
in order to achieve and serve national interests. In the light of 
steps for change in both domestic and foreign policy issues already 
taken by the socialist goverment during its over one year period in 
powel', it may ~ worth-While at this stage to examine these questions 
to explore the options before Papant!.reoij. 

11 

~\l political, sooial aJl<J . economic cbanges of the preceding 
two decac'es in Greece and growing popular disillusioIUllent wi$ the 
I)eJformance of the ruling New Demooracy Party generated PASOK's 
rally jog cry for "Allaghi". and contributed to its meteorio rise to, 
power. The landslide victory of the Greek Socialist party bears 
an mdication to the fact that change in every sphere of Greek 
8Qoicty was .overdue and. Papan<!.reou promised a lot, both at home 
and 'abroad. 

DOMESTIC SECTOR 

Dr. Papandreou made a policy statement t'o parliament on 
November 22-24, 1981 during which ,he articulated the major objec
tives of his government as " national independence and territorial inte
grity; the ' people's sovereignty and demooracy; self-supporting 
economio and sooial development ; cultural revival, the revitaliza
tion of rural areas; radical improvements in the quality of urban and 
village life; sooial justice, and socialliberation",2 The Government 
promised to strengthen tbe democratio basis of Greek state at aJl 

, levels 'of administration' and' in all spheres of national life, and 
'seek to bring about a new spirit of national unity an,d 
recon9iliation. In the. weeks following the new, Government's assum
ption of office there were widespread changes in senior personnel 

2. Keeainas contemporary Archives, Records of World Evonts, 1982, p, 31263 
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throughout the civil and diplomatic services and other public organi
zations. The Gevernmcnt had abolished the official observance of 
anniversaries commemorating the civil war which had enc'ed in 1949; 
had officiaJly rocognized for the first time the r(lle of the communist
led "national resistance" during the Nazi occupation of Greece which 
preceded the civil war; had abolished the keeping of secret police 
dossiers on citizens' political affiliatio~; acclerated the indiscriminate 
.repatriat~on of over 30,000 relllaining civil war exiles (living mostly 
in Eastern Europe). 

The goyernment reformed the electoral system i!l order to faci
litate the representation of minor parties; and enfranchised seamen . 
and students who were absent from the oountry during parlia
mentary election and lowered the voting age to 18. The administra
tion of justice has been reformed in order to minimize delays and 
expenses to the citizens. The government's new. labour law sub 
stantially increased the wages of peasants and workers. It has legalized 

. civil mal1'iage and banned the custom that made it difficult for women 
to marry unless they brough~ dowries to their prospective husbands. 
A new law on higher education abolished entrance examinations for 
the universities and secured liberal student participations in decision
making. Presently the government is studing the creation of comprehe
nsive me4ioal care, lamentably lacking in Grecce, the forJlllltion of a 
requirement for doctors to begin by serving in small provincial hospi
tals. Attempts have been made to raise the quality of Gr~ek life 
through some socio-cultural reforms. Such reforms inolude decentra
lization of decisions affecting provisions for and distribution of 
cultural amenities, changes in Greek television programmes, abolition 
of film censorship and access of non-government views and opinions 
to the state-run radio~TV network. Steps have also been taken to 
introdu~ some emvironmental reforms including control of pollution 
in industry and ban on private cars in the centre of Athens. These 
overdue s.ocial .reforms have helped case the pressure Papandreou 
was under for his inability to work out an economic miracle. " 

In order to transform gradually the structure of the economy 
so that tpe basic options are determined by the whole of SOCiety, 
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the Government decided to bring the strategic sectors under social 
control, while recognizing the positive roles of private initiative. The 
Government has taken steps to strengthen private initiative and guide 
it towards serving the national development policy through the intro
duction of various investment incentives. - Particular encouragement 
is given to the development of small and medium-sized enterprises. 
Foreign investment and mixed foreign and domestic investments are 
being welComed subject to various development criteria and to tho 
safeguarding of national control. 

f 

Agricultural development is planned within the framework 
of an integrated strategey for the whole economy. the main sec
toral priorities being (i) to involve farmers in decision making; (ii) 
to carry out a mechanisation programme; and (iii) to improve 
farmers' living ,standards. Price subsidies, cooperativism, increased 
productivity and ' improved loan facilities are the key elements in 
'the agricultural development programme. Dr. Papandreou also out
lined new programmes in other fields of the national economy. But 
Papandreou faces some constraints in implemen.ting the PASOK pro
gramme. The worldwide recession is one of them. Because of the 
~Iobal oil glut, hundreds of Greek tankers lie idle in halbour. 
Instead of earning S 2 billion this year in shipping revenues, as 
expected, Greece will take in barely half that amount.3 The lega
lization of civil marriage caused serious friction with the Greek 
Orthodox Church. Raising wages tor peasants and workers has 
complicated efforts to . bring down inflation. In January last, Pa
pandreou d~valued the Greek drachma by 15 per cent, a move that 
won the applause of businessmen (since it lowers the p.lice of exports) 
but angered leftists and had ' given the Communist Party an oppor
tunity to undercut the government from the left. Recently the co
mmunists denounced Papandreou for "reformism" and for an 
economy that harms the cause of change. PASOK could not count 
on the new electors who emerged after lowering the voting age to 
eighteen. These voters might facilitate the Communist Party's drive 

3. Thf New RepJlblif, M~n:b ~1, 1983, p. 20. 
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to hold tbe balance of power in the future. 4 If economic Con
ditions worsen Papandreou may risk losing support also of Cen
trists and Democratic Socialists who may eventually go up to the 
right. Strained relations with Turkey presently cause the country's 
budget imbalance in favour of defence expenditure. Owing to all 
these constraints Papandreou is still faced with most of the economic.. 
problems he 1nheritell trom his previous Administration. In ordor 
to stave off tho attack both from the Left a)ld the Right Papan
dreou has to pursue a policy of realism and moderation. 

Foreign PoIk:y 

On the external front Pasok had committed to follow a 
policy of peace and solidarity with the peoples, struggling for their 
national independence or labouring for a non-aligned e~rnal pos
ture and policy whiob has as its starting point the fact that GrceoO 
is' a country which simultaneously belongs to Europe, the Balkans and 
the Mediterranean. Here, in its ideological pronouncement PASOK 
reSembles more its Third World counterparts than the typical Euro
socialist Parties. Papandreou has often said that Greece has been a 
'Client state' for too long, and in his victory speech he promised 
"a Greece belonging to its people, governed by its peoplo". But there 
are a host of good roasons why Papandtcou still could not take 
radical action. Greece is a member of the NATO and the EEC. 
Besides, the US military bases, the Aegean question and the Cyprus 
i&Sue are some of the main contraints. Facing such realities and 
remembering 'the promises of the Megali AUaghi (the great 
change) made to the Greek people, Papandreou, at least as a 
tactical measure, had to make a shift toward more flexible and 
pragmatic foreign policy. The gee-strategic position of Greece in the 
total spectrum of international system dictates Greece to avoid .uni
lateral actions; instead patient exploratory moves are necessary to con
tribute toward the attainment of PASOK's foreign policy objective. 
Greece's geographic location vis-a-vis Europe' and the Middle East, 

4. [nternatlonal Perspectives, Marcb/ April 1983, p. I ~. 
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the problems existing in the Middle East, unresolved Graeco~ Turkish 
differences, and Soviet attitudes toward these 'problems have influenced 
the previous govenments' policy toward NATO and the Unit.:d States. 
Any radical attempt towards breaking the existing status quo may 
tum out to be too costly an adventure. 

RelaUon' "itb the European Economic Commllllity (EEC): 

PASOK's theoretical position on the European Economic Comm
unity (EEC) derives from its view of Greece on the Capitalist per
iphery, a dependent and marginal area of global oapitalism. Initially, 
PASOK's position on EEC membership was "no". It held that the 
"common market of monoply capital" ensured that participating 
southern European countries would remaih dependeneoies, by trans
fering sovereign decisions on eConomic policy to "foreign centers", 
creating new economic hardships and enhancing existing difficulties.5 

Mr. PapandreOU'S major aim is to stop the EEC interfering with his 
industrial policy. In the back' of Greek minds is the special protocol 
that was written into Ireland's accession treaty in 1973; This said that 
Ireland could be given special exemption from some Community rules 
about subsidies so that it could promote its industrial development·. 
Ireland has exploited this to give generous tax incentives to foreign 
investors. Greece would like a similar deal, and might exploit it even 
more freely. Judging by the Norwegian, Swedish, and Yugoslavex
perience, however, Greece would opt to maintain economic relation 
with the community without membership, under a special status 
agreement that would allow for economic pl~nning, regulation of 
foreign commerce and capital movement. 

Since Greece had nonetheless, become the tenth member of 
the EEe, PASOK introduced the idea that a referendum should be 
held to determine the country's continuing membership. However, 
under the current constitution, the holding of a referendum is the 
prerogative of the President of the Republic. But it is unlikely for 
president Karamanlis to take such a move as he was the architect 

S. Cumnt History, Welt, Europe, December, 1982, p. 429. 
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of Greece's EEC membership. On many occasions, Grece has pre
sented its views on the hardship brought to its economy and · the 
need for adjustments in Community policy, especially in the areas of 
agriculture and the budget. A formal memorandum on the issue of 
Greek-membership was submitted to the President of the committee 
of Ministers and to the President of the commission on March 23, 
1982 and is currently under study. Thus diplomacy has replaced 
the talk of a referendum and the quest for a special status agrement. 
It is highly unlikely that Papandl'cou will seek a constitutional show
down with the President over the referendum issue at this time. But 
the issue may be revived in the future if no tangible economic benefits 
are evident from the Greek membership in the BEC, or if PASOK 
cannot show even .a minimum improvemement in the terms of Greek 
membership. 

Greek Relations with the NATO 

In principle, PASOK's policy towards NATO was part of a 
wider policy of working for the dissolution of both NATO and the 
Warsaw Pact. In 'practice, ' the Greek people could not forget that 
NATO had 'supported the military r~gime in Greece and had done 
absolutely nothing to stop the invasion of Cyprus in 1974. Many 
Greeks maintain that there was no meaning in their belonging to the 

\ 

military wing of an alliance which does not guarantee their eastern 
frontiers against any possible threat and which at the same time, as 
a result of the unlimited supply of military materiel to Turkey, upsets 
the balance of power in the Aegean. 

In earlier speeches Papandreou said it was foolish for Greece 
to be a me~ber of NATO when its greatest threat came from Turkey, 
another member of the ~lIiance, hut more recently he has hinted that 
Greece might only downgrade its participation m NATO, perhaps 
to the status of a nonmilitary member like France. But if Papan
dreou pulled out of NATO, the allies would have to send more 
military aid to the other protectol of the southern flank-Turkey, to 
the obvious disadvantage of Greece., And if Greece ever hopes to 
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force Turkey to relinquish its claims on Cyrpus, Papandreou will 
need the ~uence of the United Sta~es and the oth~r NATO 
allies. So it was indicated that a limited working relatioD:Ship 
with NATO could be developed if, as a p~rely def~nsive alliance, 
it contribu~ed to the defence of independence and territorial 
integrity, avoided pressures and black-mail, and operated on the 
basis of equali~y and respect. However t the future of Greece's 
continued membership in NATO will be tested in the practical 
am>lication of these conditions. Papandreou has maintained his 
preelectoral categorical position that NATO must g~arantee Geece'~ 

frontiers from the Turkish threat instead of insisting on a deployment 
of fOflles against a hypothetical threat from the Warsaw Paot. 

The Greek Socialists had the opportunity to display their "new, 
proud and independent foreign policy", when they prevented the 
NATO defence Minis~ers from issuing their customary communique 
following their December 9, 1981, Brussels meeting. Papandreou who 
also serves as Greek defence Minister, justifiCli this symbolic act on 
the ground that NATO refused to offer statisfactory guarant~es 

against Turkey's threat, the reality of which he had tri¢ to explain 
to his collegues. The Greek Prime Minister sa,,! his actiol1 as @nsis
tent with Greek national interests, enhanching Greek prestige and 
long term interests. Thus Greece's continued membership in NATO 
seems to . he compensated by Papandreou's crav~ for independent 
position on issues vital to Greece's national interest. 

Relatioas with the United States 
Tho question of the future status of the American military 

bases in Greece, established under the terms of bilateral agreement 
signe4 by the United States and Greece in 1953, is one of the most 
sensitive issues being faced by the Papandreou government. Early in 
ahe election campl!.ign Papandreou blamed Washington for the 1967 
colonel's coup and sajd the United States should be kicj(ed out of 
the country; but later he said that ta~ks should begin on tJie gradual 
withdrawal of American trpops. The United States operates a naval 
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base, two air stations and a naval communication Centre. in Greece; 
in aU, some 4,000 American troops are stationed there. Some aging 
short-range Honest John and Nike Hercmles nuclear missiles repor
tedly are stored on Greek soil. The US naval base at Suda Bay in 
Crete is one of only a handful in Europe ample enough to service 
the bulk of th~ Sixth Fleet. A NATO firing range off Suda Bay 
offers one of the few places in Europe where western troops are 
permitted to practice firing live ammunition. In northern Crete, the 
Heraklion Air Station is an important listening post for monitoring 
Soviet activities in the Mediterramean. An air base at Hellenikon, 
north west of Athens, supports reconnaissance and antisubmarine 
missions; A naval communication centre at Nea. Makri outsille 
Athens keeps tabs on ships throughout the Aegean. Five NATO 
early warning rada~ stations in Northern Greece search for hostile 
aircraft and troops movement (Map). 
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If need be, these American installations could be relocated in 
Turkey, Italy, Egypt and Israel. But the neutralization of Greece 
would seriously weaken NATO's southern flank. The Reagan admini
stration hopes that Papandreou will permit the bases to stay in 
return for economio aid. Former under Secretary of Defence Robert 
Komer shrugged, "He wants to leverage us into giving more aid. This 
is a typical Greek bargaining tactic".' However the matter should not 
be so simplified. Papandreou told in an interview with Newsweek's 
foreign editor: "They {Americans) say that I have changed my position 
but it is not true. We do not believe in bases-whether they are in 
iliis country or in others. Whether they are American or Soviet, 
we are against them. I have made it very clear I do not intend to 
confront the United States. We would like to sit down to arrange 
with the United States bilaterally the time frame for withdrawing 
the bases. The goal would be to ClVentually withdraw".? 

What the Greeks are really asking for in the meantime is 
control-knowledge and information of all the activities, that go at 
every base - the Greek military shoUld know it. Greece wants to avoid 
the lannching of some kind of action from Greek soil against a 
country with which she maintains good relations. They also have 
to ensure that th~re is no leak of information to Turkey that relates 
to their defence situation, their deployment of troops and equipment, 
as happened during the Cyprus tragedy. A further Greek demand 
is that the agreement shOUld be revived every year and both parties 
would have the right to pull out. There ought to be a guarantee of 
their frontiers or there ought to be a ratio of arms supplies to 
Greece that would at least guarantee' their capability to defend 
themselves. But Papandreou and his advisers are fully aware that 
the Greek economy has too great a need of the world Bank and the 
IMF. It diminishes the hargaining strength of Greece with the 
United States. All this compels the Greek government to be flexible 
on its commitments on US-Greek relation. 

6. Newsweek, Nov. 2, 1981. 
'T. New/week, Nov. 21, 1981. 
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Relatio .. with Turkey 

To Papandreou, Greece's ancient enemy-Turkey is more of 
a threat than the Warsaw Pact. That notion was reinforced in 
1974, when Turkey invaded Cyprus, an independent island-nati\1n 
with a predominantly Greek population. One of the most important' 
issues in Greek foreign affairs is the Cyprus question, which has 
disturbed Turkish-Greek relations since the mid-1950s. The Greek
inspired coup and subsequent Turkish intervention of Cyprus in 
July 1974 not only exacerbated tension between the two countries 
but served to bring down the military regime of General Ioannides. 
It had the , ad2led consequence of preoipitating Greek withdrawal 
from military participation in NATO. PASOK has accused NATO 
and the United States of complicity in 1974 Turkish invasion 
of Cyprus: it ckaraes that they have been seeking to partition 
the island since the intercOmmunal troubles began in 1963, in order 
to transform it into an advanced post for the promotion of imper
ialist plans: Aocordina to Greek leaders, the Cypus problem can 
be resolvCd only by the implementation of the relevant United 
Nations resolutions on Cyprus, which provide for the withdrawal 
of all foreign forces, the guarantee of freedom of movement to 
all Cypriots, the return of the refugees to their homes, and the 
unity, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Cyprus. The resolution 
of this problem is a prioity of PASOK's foreign policy. PASOK has 
been emphatic in rejecting any solution imposed by force; it refuses 
to "de-internationalize" the problem, as the conservatives did, by 
agreeing to talks with Turkey, or by allowing NATO to act as 
mediator. 

Parandreou was the first Greek Prime Minister to visit Cyprus. 
Since his electIons, he 'has met regularly with the President of Cyprus 
for the purpose of coordinating policy and avoiding the strain and 
suspicion that marked the relations of the two countries in the 
past. The Cypriots welcomed the renewed Greek commitment to 
their cause, but it beoame apparent in the late spring of 1982 that 
differences cxist04 between AtheQs aQd Nicosia over diplomatic 

, ---
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tactics. The Greek government has emphasized the pcssibility of 
internationalization and has offered to cover the expenses of an 
expanded United Nations peaeekeeping presence on Cyprus in order 
to bring about the demilitarizatioll' of the island and the with
.drawal of all foreign forces: Papandreou remams skeptical of the 
outcome of the ongoing intercommunal talks as the Turkish army 
reJn,ains on Cypurs, But the Cypriot Government of Kyprianou 
mostly for domestic political. reasons, supports , the continuation of 
the inconclusive intercommunal talks. These talks are intermittently 
going on under the United Nations auspices 'but still without success. 
Each time the Greek Cypriots made move to accommodate a Turkish 
position, the Turkish side has taken a step back, first from 'federa
tion to federation . by evolution' and then to proposals for the 
creation of two virtually sparate states8• In August. 1981, the 
Turkish Cypriots offered to hand back 3-4 percent of the 35 percent 
of land now controlled by them, and also to resettle some 40,000 of 
the 200,000 refugees who fled from the North in 1974. The con
stitutional issue remained the main problem: the Turkish Cypriots 
• want equal status for the two communities, with equal representa-
tion in government and strong links with the mother country; the 
Greeks, although they agree to the principle of an alternating pre
sidency, favour a strong central government, . and object to dispro
portionate representation of the Turkish community, who form 
less than 20 percent of the popUlation. In November, 1981, a UN 
plan (invohing a federal council, an alternating presidency and 'the 
. allqcation of 70 percent of the island to the Greek community) was 
presented, but t/llks faltered in February 1982 when Andreas 
Papandreou called for withdrawal of all Greek and Turkish troops 
and an international 'conferen6c, rather than the continuation of 
inter-commual talks.9 Recently a -debate on Cyprus was held in the 
United Nations where hopes of settlement were aired. Mr. William 
Sherman, a Deputy permanent US Representative to the UN told, 

8. Yannos Kranidiotis, 77Ie Nellollatlons for 1M SolUllon of Ihe Cyprus Isslle, 
1974-81, Alhcl1I, 1982, pp.649-60. 

9, The Europa Year Book 1983·A World Survey Vol· f, p. 486. 
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"There seems now to be an international climate conducive to pro
gress in resolving the problem of Cyprus. H seems to us ~hat the 
time is ripe for real advance towards a mutually acceptable settle
ment."tO 

Beside the Cyprus issue, three other cntical questions remain 
unresolved giving rise to serious tension betwee the two NATO 
allies. 1) Turkey's demands over the Aegean continental shelf; 2) the 
air spaCe dispute ; and 3) the reaUocatioll of operational responsibili 
ties or the Aegean Sea and air space. Although the issues are 
apperantly of bilateral nature, Papandreou's actions on these as 
we)) as the Cyprus issue are con~trained by the support he can 
draw from the US and its NATO allies. This reinforces Papan
dreou's weakness in taking any radical measure against Greece's 
NATO membership. 

Greek relatlous with the EMt Enropeaa Countries 

The era of detente improved relations between Greece and 
her Balkan neighboUls, but it was ultimately disillusionment with 
the United States policy during the Junta period and the subse
quent conflict with Turkey that was to bring about a partial 
emancipation of Greek foreign policy. Greece !lad all along been 
cautioned about the "communist threat" both internal and external, 
but to her, it was and is hypothetical. She is more anxious about 
Turkey than any danger from the north. In strictly regional term, 
the Soviet Union appears to be morc interested in diminishing 
the threat pQsed to her own security than in competing with 
the United .States for supremacy. Greece· has to a quite satis
factory extent established both bilateral and multilateral reTations 
in the. Balkans after decades of mutual distrust. Since his elec
toral Victory, Papandreoll has furthered his friendly policy towards 
communist Balkan states by receiving Ceaucescu in Athens and 
himself visiting Belgrade and Sofia. Greece's 'major objectfve in 
the Balkans has not been to secure allies against Turkey but 

10. The Bant[adesh Observer. May 14. 1983. 
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rather to relieve her own border from tension in case of any 
attack from the East.1I Developments in. Poland and the Greek 
reaction to them provide .additional evidence of PASOK', intention 
to chart a foreign policy 'independent', from that of its western 
allies and Its conservative predecessors. Greece has supported the 
liberalization prccess in Poland and has condemened the imposition 
of martial law (now suspended). But it has opposed the poiicy 01 ..-
sanctions, condemnations and other measures against the Soviet 
Union in the absence of a direct military intervention on tbe grounds 
that such actions would lead to an Bast-West confrontation, threaten 
world peace, undermine negotiations for arms reductions and increase 
the hardship in Poland. Greece has to play a very cautious role here. 
She does not want to endanger increasingly valuable economic re
lations with the Eastern bloc or to anger Greece's Westen! allies 
either. Papandreou has attempted to do so by 'disassociating' 
Greece from the decision of the EUfopean Community of January 4, 
1982, and by expressing reservations on NATO's .. Declaration on 
Poland", rather than vetoing it.12 . 

Greece and the Middle East 

Greece's outlook towards the Middle East symbolized its new 
'independent' foreign policy whicn is marked by Papandreou's subs
tantial departure from his peedecessor's line. Though previous Greek 
governments had recgnni1.ed the economio and political significance 
of the Arab World, none undertook the expansion of Greece's rela
tions in this region with the oommitment displayed by PASOK. Signi
ficantly, the first foreign diplomatic envoys to be granted an audience 
with Mr. Papandreou after his elections, were representatives of Syria, 
Algeria, Iraq, the Palestine Liberation Organization(plO) and Libya. 
Soon after Papandreou was sworn in, he invited the PLO Chairman 
Yasser Arafat to Athens. Arafat's visit that took place about two 
months later was his first to an BEe member and his third to a 

11 . Adelphi Papers, nss, Greek Security : Issues and Politics, 1982. No. 179,p. 9. 
12. The New York Times, January S, 1982, p. 7. 
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NATO country. The PLO information Office in Athens was granted 
the status of a diplomatic mission with standing equaf to that main
tained by Israel. t3 Papandreou sharply condemned all recent un
ilaterial Israeli (lctions, and especially Israel's actions in Lebanon. 
Greece refused to endorse the despatch of an BF.C peac;e force to the 
Sinai in November 1981 and in February 1982 voted in the lJN 
against Israel's annexation of the dolan Heights. Greece offered 
human(tarian assistance to the Palestinians during the seige of West 
Beirut and accepted 200-300 injured Palestinian fighters for tr~t

ment in Greek hospitals as part of the PLO evacuation plan 
from the Lebane~e capital. Arafat visited Greece immediately 
after his .expulsion from Beirut. Papandreou's pro-Palestinian posi
tion may be linked with Greece's economic interest associated with 
the issue. When Lebanon fell apart in the mid-1970s, a lot of 
Arab money went to Athens, Papandreou would like to keep it 
there. He has tried to establish economic links with the Arab 
States through joint economic projects. He also wants Arab support 

• in the United Nations on the Cyprus issue,·4 All this signifies an 
altogether new Greek stance with respect to the Middle East and 
a compliance with the pledge of a multidimensional foreign policy. 

- . 

Securtly .(\spects of Greece 

The postwar orientation of Greek defence was based OJl the 
American belief that Greece's main security concern was of an in
ternal rather than an external nature. Of course Greece is no longer 
divided by civil strife, her economy ha.s made important strides since 
19505 and her defensive position was transformed after 1974. Since 
1974 Greece attempts to conduct a foreign policy intended to cope 
with the perceived threats to Greek security from Turkey and the 
Warsaw Pact. But American and NATO officials deny the threat 
to Greece's interests from Turkey and make more of the Warsaw 

13. Cllrrellt History. West Europe, December. 1982. p. 431. 
14. Ronald Steel. Andreas Papandreou is a ODC man Greek drama. NATO's 

Bad Boy. TIl. New ReplIblc. March 21. 1983. p. 21. 
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Pact threat. But with thePASOK government in office Greece attempts 
to redefine her security priorities. 

Greeks of all political shades are convinced that, although 
tho Turkish regime is incapable of offensive action, due to its present 
economic and social problems, it has nevertheless staked claims 
for future demand on Greek sovereign rights. Greeoe's current security 
ooncern is to safeguard her sovereign island territories. More than . 
any other country in the region, Greek economy is dependent on 
sea. Half her population lives in three major Mediterranean ports
Athens, Thessaloniki and Patras-and most ~f their inhabitants arc 
employed directly or indirectly in trades connected with the sea. So 
Greek concern over the welfare of the islands should not be 
underestimated. 

Greek security is naturally in part defined by the state of 
her armed forces. It implies not only physical readiness but more 
importantly, the willingness of officers to confuie their activities to 
the protection of the homeland. The seven years of military dic· 
tatorship caused serious damage to the capabilities of the Greek 
forces. The Greek Army now appears to be free from the problem 

, associated with its recent history. Papandreou has tried to ward off 
the danger of a military coup by providing the army with weapons 
and benefits, wooing it with patriotic speeches and thrilling i~ with 
fiery denunciations of the Turks. He has also sought to control it 
by guarding the key portfolio of defenCe minister for himself. His 
balancing act is agile, but not without risks. There are still, right· 
wing dements in the military whom he should be cautious about. 

Under the circumstances, Greece is bound to' pursue a number 
of objectives to ensure both the independence of her national 
security from external constraints and a constant supply of military 
hardware. The latter objective is being pursued by improving the 
domestic arms industry and maintenance facilities. In parallal with 
expansion of domestic procurement, Greece has indicated to diversify 
her sources of military supply to avoid the foreign policy constraints 
impoStd by reliance on a single source. 
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III 

It is well over a year that Andreas Papandreou is in power. 
He won a sweeping victory after a promise of change in Greece. 
If the steps taken so far by him are weighed against his eleo
toral commitments, it may appear that Papandreou's ambitions 
greatly outwiegh Greece's m~ans, This does not, however, imply thai 
he has sacrificed much of his ideological commitments. The fact 
is that, generally, the programmes of political parties aspiring to seize 
power and rule the nation are laden with high hoper and commitments 
to people which are almost always idealistic in terms. But after r 

coming to power one encounters realities which come into partial 
'conflict' with the pronounced ideals. Papandreou faces constraints 
both at home and abraod. Allhough he brought about some overdue 
social changes, political stability and improvment in the socio-

• economic sectOI: still remain the prime concern in domestic affairs 
Papandreou knows that . economic failure would soon bring the right 
back to power: And probably that is why he has engaged PASOK 
radical leaders in domestic sector. Greece is an EEC and NATO 
country, But the resentment of Greece lies in the fact that she con
tributes more to the Atlantic Alliance than she receives. The equation 
between the benefits and the liabilites is uneven to the disadvantage 
of Greece, Turkey, another NA'tO ally, is her prime security concern 
although paradoxical. Other NATO allies are not active in resolvillg 
the problem between the two contending NATO partners. All th_cse 
facts make Greece diversify her policy matters and secutity considera
tion. Some elements of independence in foreibn policy are already seen 
unlike his predecessors. Papandreou has made aD opening with the 
Middle East and is making attempts to diversify his sources of milit
ary supply, But at the present stage Papandreou can not go the 
whole hog as was promised. On the other hand, he has to justify 
his voters' mandate. So he is left with the choice of making the best 
use of the given circumstances. Being within the frainework of 
NATO and BEC, Greece has to keep on haggling, in the first -plaoe, 
for securing a resolution with Turkey. By cautious and measured 

, 
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policy-steps Papandreou can perhaps make the west meet at least 
partially some of Greece's demands. Parallel to this by continuing 
with the flexible and pragmatic policy measures already adopted else
where including the East, Papandreou's Greece may hope to achieve 
the long-desired independent foreign policy. Coupled with domestic 
socio-political reforms such a foreign policy posture may at the least 
make a fruitful overtrue to the Megali Allaghi. 
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